Invitation
F1H Euro Challenge

Szentes HEC Cup
HEC1
August, 06th 2017
Szentes - Fábiánsebestyén / Hungary
Organizator:

Tamás Szteblák sztebi@gmail.com

+36307674470

Contest director: Ansgar Nüttgens HECcoordinator@magic.ms
International jury: will be announced on the flying field
Contest date:

Sunday, August 06th 2017

Flying field:

Fábiánsebestyén field near to Szentes/ HUN

You should go on the road that leads from Szentes towards Fábiánsebestyén city.
Before the city turn left to the dirt road that leads directly to the field. This is the field
of the World Championships and Budapest Cup. Because of the contest preparations
the training on this field will be limited.
The GPS coordinates are: 46°41'54.75" NORTH 20°25'15.97" EAST

Program:

5:30-7:30
7:30-8:30
8:30
9:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
15:0016:00-

-

VSM Sunrise flying *
Arriving to the airfield, registration
Opening ceremony
1. Round
2. Round
3. Round
4. Round
5. Round
Fly-off
Price giving ceremony (on the field)**

* more info on http://vsmsunrise.org/blog/
** WCh opening ceremony begin at 18:00
Classes:
starting fees:

F1H
F1H*
senior 20 €, junior 5€
entering at flying field, starting fee will increase by 10 €
*according HEC rule B.f is the start of several F1H models in
different categories S, C, B, O possible.

Rules:

F1H: Code Sportive / HEC Rules
www.creasus.de/ikarus/HECrules.pdf
- 5 rounds, depending on weather conditions
- one round can be flown with overtime as pre Fly off

Registration:

sztebi@gmail.com with HEC category
Deadline: juli 26th 2017

Protest:

Must be presented to the contest director in written.
Protest fee: 30 EUR

Important local rules:
All vehicles shall be stayed in the designated parking lot.
NO motorized vehicle (car, motorcycle, moped or quad) can be used on the flying
site. The models can be followed ONLY by bicycles or on foot.

Bring your F1H models to the World Chamionships 2017 and fly in a great
HEC competition! :)

the Organizing Team

